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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to identify the most relevant performance indicators that need to be improved in order to assess as objectively as possible the overall value of the company. In order to achieve the proposed goal we set the following objectives: objective 1 - establishing the main performance indicators according to the company's field of activity, objectives, mission and vision of the company and objective 2 - identifying the most relevant indicators established by achieving objective 1, which need to be improved as a result of the evolution of technological and economic progress that is currently being made.

The obtained results consist in offering viable solutions regarding the most realistic evaluation of the global value of an economic entity by improving the economic-financial indicators used. The results can be of real use for all companies, regardless of the field of activity, which want a more objective global assessment of their values, for shareholders or associates, for employees, for creditors and all commercial participants, but also for rating agencies.
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1. Introduction

Measuring the financial performance of companies in the decision-making process is one of the most important topics at the present time in the financial and economic field. The added economic value is among the most important criteria for measuring financial performance. This can be described as the success of a company and its activities. Thus, the added economic value and the financial performance are closely linked. The approaches to the added economic value aim to provide a clearer indication of the contribution to performance.

The added economic value is a measure of the financial performance of an entity that has a fairly long history of application in economics. This was considered to be an increase in the wealth of the company's shareholders. The added economic value is a useful tool because it emphasizes the capital management, as well as the profit management. Therefore, research on this topic is welcome.

2. Problem Statement

Due to the ample evolutions of the last ten years in the corporate world, managers and investors were looking for an economic framework to better reflect the value and profitability of their company. The accounting instruments that have been used so far are not enough to meet the challenge generated by the market and efficient capital owners.

Currently, the business environment faces a lot of challenges that have a positive or negative impact on the companies’ performance. Thus, the business world is influenced by various factors such as globalization, intense competition, high costs, deregulation, exchange rates or the volatility of the interest rate. All these challenges determined the managers to turn all their attention towards the creation of value, as the main objective of any company is the creation of value, and the main role of managers is that of maximizing the wealth of shareholders through effective granting of the resources.

3. Aims of the research

The main objectives are focused on analysing the impact of the added economic value on the decisions of managers and investors in the case of companies listed on the stock exchange. In addition to this, other objectives are oriented towards: presenting the theoretical meanings of the
concept of added economic value (EVA); determining the advantages and disadvantages of using the added economic value as a tool for measuring performance.

4. Research Methods

The purpose of our research consists in the study and theoretical and practical argumentation of the added economic value for an economic entity, emphasising the importance and the actuality of the theme.

5. Findings

5.1. Financial theories that approach the creation of value

Over time, the value created for the shareholders is determined, using traditional methods, either by standard countable indicators such as profits or cash flows from the operations that were carried out, or by the financial indicators that are found in the financial situations such as the profitability rates (ROCE, ROE, and ROA) or the earnings per share (EPS). This financial information is used by managers, shareholders and other interested parties to evaluate the current performance and also to predict the future performance of an economic entity [12]. But, as we well know, the financial situation may not have anything to do with the real situation of a company. Therefore, managers and investors have been looking for years in a row for much more efficient indicators to measure the shareholders' wealth. A summary close to the economic-financial practice is the one addressed in figure 1 [3].

Under these conditions, several researchers have suggested new performance indicators, modern indicators, to replace the classic ones in measuring the financial performance of the economic entity. Thus, one of these new indicators is the added economic value (EVA - Economic Valued Added), representing a management instrument that encompasses both profitability and growth objectives, indicating the surplus value created by entities from the activity carried out, or the performance of an investment” [2].

The added economic value is a model introduced by the American economist G. Bennett Stewart, who is also one of the founders of the Stern-Stewart & Co company. It states that "EVA makes the managers rich only if the managers make shareholders rotten rich". By publishing “The Quest for Value: The EVA-Management Guide” in 1982, Bennett Stewart laid the
foundation for the most successful performance measurement tool used by companies around the world [14].

**Figure 1.** The main indicators for measuring values

The added economic value is appreciated as being an indicator that is “superior to the countable rates as a measure of value creation because it recognizes the cost of capital and, consequently, the level of risk of a company’s operations. By comparison, traditional rates - such as all rates of return (ROE, ROA, ROCE) - do not indicate the economic return of a company because they are based on historical values of assets, which in turn are distorted by inflation and other factors” [18].

The added economic value is a registered trademark of the consulting company from New York - Stern-Stewart & Co. A large part of the success of this indicator is due to the marketing activities that refer to the promotion and implementation of the economic value added by the Stert Stewart company, but the indicator is justified by financial theory and is related to the evaluation principles [9]. As a result, the added economic value is recognized as one of the most representative instruments for measuring managerial performance through the value created for shareholders.

Although the concept of added economic value was first applied in 1990, many years before, the economists applied a similar concept - economic profit or residual profit. Thus, EVA is a modified version of the residual profit. The difference between the two concepts is the purpose of use, where the residual profit is used to serve the managers as a tool for evaluating the internal performance of the company and its various departments, while the added economic value is used to serve the
shareholders more as a tool for communicating information on the company's performance.

At an international level, more authors have developed the concept of added economic value and value creation, after it was presented in Bennett Stewart's book. These include economists Joel Stern and John Shiely, who have made an important contribution to the development of the subject through “The EVA Challenge”, and other authors such as David Yung and Stephen O’Byrne have tended more towards the technical part of the implementation of the added economic value [6]. At a national level, the ones who addressed the concept of performance by creating value and of the EVA indicator calculation method were Bostan et al. [4] [5].

Stewart considers that the added economic value is the best measure to determine the internal and external performance and that this measure should replace the previous accounting measures, such as the earnings and capital from operations. This company claims that earnings per earnings per share, the rate of return on shareholders' equity and the rate of return on investment should be set aside and, instead, the added value should be used, which determines the share price and is a basis for measuring performance. In his 1994 speech, Stewart said that "the added economic value is the best measure for capital growth and it works better than other measures that are based on an accounting to determine the changes of the shareholder’s wealth value" [15].

In theory, the added economic value responds to two fundamental financial principles:

• “the first principle - any company should have as its goal the enrichment of its owners (shareholders);

• the second principle - the value of the company depends on how much the investors want the future profits to exceed the cost of capital” [17]. On this basis, the added economic value can be assimilated to a residual income of the shareholder. As a result, the size of the added economic value is what counts at a given moment, because it is not, in fact, an indicator of the value of the enterprise. At best, the current performance is shown in the stock market.

The added economic value is the most advanced tool for measuring the business performance based on the principle of value-based management. This is due to a relatively simple approach compared to other evaluation methods, as well as to the possibility of complex application of this indicator in the management system.

In conclusion, the added economic value is important in the future, as its evolution reflects an increase or not in the wealth of the shareholders.
5.2. The advantages of added economic value versus traditional performance evaluation methods

Despite the importance of traditional indicators of accounting and their widespread use by accounting professionals, practitioners, financial professionals, and other groups of users, these indicators present more disadvantages, such as [11]:

- The incapacity for traditional indicators of accounting to determine the real economic value of the wealth of the owner;
- The basis being on determined accounting information in accordance with the principle of historical cost;
- Inability to detect failures and bankruptcy to which the company may be exposed;
- Inability to help current and potential investors to make prudent investment decisions

Based on the above, it has become necessary for new evaluation indicators capable of overcoming the disadvantages of traditional methods of accounting, which can be trusted to provide additional information that is more relevant and useful to decision making factors. This has led to the emergence of new indicators, the most important of which is the added economic value. The company that has implemented the added economic value states that the most important benefit of this indicator is that it adjusts the reported accounting results to eliminate the distortions encountered in measuring real economic performance.

Traditional performance measures, such as rates of return or earnings per share, are criticized because they are deficient. These measures are one-dimensional and thus improper for fully evaluating the strategic accountability of firms, the strategic results and the performances of firms. Also, traditional measures reflect only the past performance, not the future performance. Moreover, the added economic value corresponds more to the company's objectives than the return on investment (ROI), as this helps to overcome the objective of incongruity that exists between the manager and the company, which cannot be solved using ROI [1].

Traditional accounting measures ignore the differences in risks assumption between companies in search of profit [10]. Managers tend to manipulate reported accountable profits for their own benefit and choose alternative accounting procedures within the GAAP. Some common techniques involve switching between inventory policies, changing depreciation methods and provisioning expenses.

Traditional profits, such as earnings per share and the return on equity, are among the most frequently used performance measures, being
criticized for not taking into account the total cost of capital and for the influence induced by the conventions of the accounting of commitments, while the added economic value, calculated by taking into account the difference between the operating profits after taxation and the total cost of capital, is treated as a measure of the real return of a firm.

In addition, the added economic value allows its users to assess whether the return on invested capital exceeds the cost measured by the profitability of alternative uses of the capital. As a result, the management can do different things to create value for the business. Regardless of what the management does, if the value is created, this will be reflected, in the end, in the amount of the added economic value [16].

The adoption of added economic value at the level of companies has steadily increased, as managers have become dissatisfied with the standard of countable measures that do not provide information useful in terms of decision making. An increasing number of enterprises have an additional set of indicators as performance measurement tools (in integrated reporting), in order to improve their understanding and their capacity to achieve profitability [7].

6. Discussions

Traditional performance measures have some shortcomings in the direction of maximizing the shareholders’ wealth, ignoring the cost of capital. Such measures do not have an effective mechanism for determining whether the achievement of these objectives creates value for the shareholders. Even if a company generates net incomes and a large ROI, it is possible that it will no longer be able to contribute to the creation of value for shareholders, provided that the profits do not exceed the amounts requested, which the shareholder could earn by investing in other securities with comparable risk.

The added economic value is a tool for complexly and completely measuring performance in the light of the fact that this indicator combines both information of an accounting and economic nature [13]. Compared to its traditional or classic instruments of performance, which are based only on the accounting information, the added economic value implies making adjustments to accounting information, thus gaining an economically sustainable character. Given the fact that it is not a victim of accounting manipulations, “the added economic value is a healthy managerial criterion, able to lead to an efficient use of all the company's resources and, through this, to the generation of gains superior to the incurred costs” [8].
In conclusion, it is very important for companies to identify and choose that method, which measures the best and most accurately the value of the company, without being biased towards third parties. The selection of an appropriate measure is critical to the success of the company.

7. Conclusions

The added economic value should be disclosed to its investors or shareholders, which would contribute to attracting new investors, and the capital would increase by avoiding the debt. Traditional methods are not enough to reflect real financial performance. Consequently, methods such as added economic value are needed to measure the economic profit which is the best in measuring management efficiency. The great plus that the added economic value in comparison with the traditional methods of measurement brings is the attention paid to the cost of the invested capital because the capital invested in a company comes with associated inherent costs. Regardless of the form of invested capital, either equity or debt, the one who provides the funds expects a corresponding return. However, the ultimate goal of any company is the creation of value for capital suppliers and that is why the added economic value is a decisive factor for the shareholders.

We consider that although the concept of added economic value brings with it a series of challenges in being understood, manipulated and implemented, the study shows that the use of this indicator brings added value to companies and sustainable and long-term development.
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